Advanced solutions GROUP
ENGINEERED SOLUTIONS

There’s no crying in IT.

Got IT issues? Bring it.
ITsavvy knows that crisis
management is part of the IT
tradition. But kludging together a
quick fix is not a real solution. The experts
at ITsavvy can help you plan out and implement
upgrades, or complete data center overhauls that
can be scaled as your business changes.
All of that, and peace of mind, too.

ITsavvy > Engineered Solutions

Virtualization. Centralization. Consolidation. You’ve got a long list of

BENEFITS

“what ifs” and “must haves.” We’ll sit down with you and really listen to your
needs, then design systems that perform optimally, increase productivity
and reduce costs.

• Real IT people with data center experience
• Custom solutions built around your systems
and processes
• End-to-end application support
• Cloud, web-based and off-the-shelf
packaged solutions
• Ongoing client support
• One team of experts for all IT needs
• Same engineers work with you before
and after the sale
• Documentation of delivered solutions

A network of IT brains. ITsavvy clients are supported by our staff

of experts plus a resource network of 10,000 engineers. We’ll make sure
we address your problems economically and strategically.
Proving grounds. We test drive your software in our Engineering Labs
and puzzle-fit your hardware components in our Configuration Lab.
We perfect your systems before you even see them.
Implementation and support. We don’t drop off the parts and walk

out the back door. We manage the project through implementation and
then follow up to make sure everything is working correctly. We see value
when it’s built into long-term success.
National recognition. We’ve been noticed by Inc. Magazine and Crain’s,

as well as honored among the titans of the VAR/CRN 500 list, for our growth
and success in serving businesses, government and education. Our reputation
is on the line with every client contact. We’ll make sure you are satisfied.

Who is ITsavvy? We are, of course.
It’s our passion to deliver peace of mind. Learn more about ITsavvy’s
integrated IT products and solutions: 855.ITsavvy or ITsavvy.com.
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Virtualization
Consolidation
Networking
Security
Collaboration
Messaging
Backup
Archiving
Disaster Recovery/Business Continuity
savvyCompliance
TM

SERVICES
•V
 irtual Demo Lab
• Configuration & Depot Lab
- Desktop Imaging
- Memory Installation
- Hardware Repair Services
- Software Configuration
• Architecture
• Implementation
• Problem Remediation
• Hardware Repair Services
- Printer Repair
- Desktop/Laptop Repair
- Server Repair
• Asset Management
• Warranty Services
WATC H V I D EO
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